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21
st

 April 2014 Release 

BMGI Presents Roadmap for Top Line Enhancement and Bottom Line Improvement for the 
Indian Commercial Vehicle Industry 

 
As the strategic advisor for India Commercial Vehicle Summit 2014, held in Hotel Novotel, Pune on the 10th 

and 11th of April 2014, BMGI presented the road ahead for the Indian Commercial Vehicle industry’s 

uncertain times. The event was organized by Shanghai based Lnoppen who facilitates business through 

events and market research across Asia & Europe. The event comprised thought leaders from across the 

world from the commercial vehicle industry with senior management representations from OEMs, Tier 1 & 

Tier 2 suppliers that included Ashok Leyland, Tata Motors, Hino Motors, John Deere, Volvo-Eicher 

Commercial Vehicles,  SML Isuzu, SKF to name a few. 

 
Event chairman Mr Naresh Raisinghani, CEO & Executive Director, BMGI, kicked off reflecting the current 

realities in the Indian Commercial Vehicle (CV) Industry viz., unutilized capacities, YoY de-growth, 

dependence on GDP amongst others that 

would continue to detract the industry in the 

short term.  He identified the opportunities, 

comparing the vehicle densities in India and 

the developed market, planned infrastructure 

spending and the opportunity for exports. Mr 

Raisinghani urged the OEMs to take an active 

role by designing the product to the varied 

customer needs yet being sensitive to price; 

bringing the best of technology in the world 

to the widest market that India has access to 

and to focusing on designing plants for lean, 

in the short term. Appealing the tier 1 & 2 suppliers to look at cost cutting through a cost tree drill down; 

optimizing man-power, reducing material costs through value engineering & de-bottlenecking the Capex. 

He advised addition of products / service lines, entering new geographies and expanding reach through 

channels to enhance the top-line. Mr Raisinghani reminded the cyclical nature of the Indian CV Industry 

and signed off assuring that the market is only going to bounce back. 

 

BMGI unveiled a whitepaper titled “Forward and Upward - Coming Out of the Cyclical Downturn” that 

explores alternate business models and asserts that for the CV Industry to cease dependency on the 

volatility, an innovation in the business model innovation is the way forward. The paper says this could be 

brought about even through a cross industry synergy, where the challenges of one industry could as well 

be the core strength of the other. The paper was made available exclusively for the participants of the 

summit. 

 

Mr Raisinghani’s views were further corroborated by Mr Karthik Krishnan from CRISIL infra advisory, who 

mapped the declining trends in the operating & net margins in the CV industry. He shared that buses 

market appears healthy thanks to schemes by the Government like JNNURM. Reinforcing the event 

chairman’s views that the macroeconomic growth and credit availability as key growth drivers for the CV 

industry Karthik argued that a slump in domestic demand is likely to boost development of an exports hub 

http://www.bmgindia.com/index.php
http://www.noppen.com.cn/default.asp
http://www.ashokleyland.com/
http://www.daimler-indiacv.com/
http://www.deere.com/en_IN/index.html
http://www.vecv.in/
http://www.vecv.in/
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in India and drive OEMs to tie up with other markets; provide more importance to after sales service and 

diversify offerings besides improving distribution channels to offer value added services to the customer. 

 

Providing a perspective on the future of Indian trucking, Mr Shyam Maller, Sr Vice President, Sales & 

Marketing, Eicher Trucks & Buses, echoed Mr Raisinghani’s views on the industry bouncing back pointing 

to the evolving market. Mr Maller shared that the Indian CV market is no longer a duo-poly with more 

players than before, the country’s infrastructural needs through industry corridors, the government 

eventually going to implement the GST, the fact that a part of the market moving from opting for a basic 

product to products with higher power, better reliability & durability features. He shared actions taken by 

VECV towards offering fully built solutions like focusing on driver comfort & drivability, vehicle lifecycle 

profitability, optimized maintenance cost, high re-sale value for the owner, amongst others. To this end, 

Shyam shared how VECV’s means to track customer voice is also evolving through utilizing new 

technologies. 

 

Representations from the Tier 1 

automotive companies included SKF, Giti 

Tyres amongst others. Sharing how SKF 

is trying to cater to the changing needs 

of the industry while Mr Pranab Laskar, 

GM Sales, Business Unit Trucks shared 

SKF’s vision which is “to equip the world 

with SKF knowledge”, Mr Arun 

Shivaram, Director – Global Technical 

Centre India shared what drives the 

engine for SKF’s local innovation.  Mr 

Laskar explained that SKF knowledge 

comprises its rich experience in bearings 

& units, seals, lubrication systems, mechatronics and services and the portfolio of solutions that has been 

created around the needs of the industry. Emphasizing that the future of the CV Industry would revolve 

around the megatrends like urbanization – increase in city trucks, higher capacity mega trucks; higher 

energy efficiency through hybrids, electric CVs; and newer business models Pranab conveyed SKF’s specific 

solutions across the wheel end, the engine & the power train with a major driver being cost innovation and 

achieving low friction. Tapping on the promise of the Indian market, Mr Vidit Jain, Technical Director India, 

Giti Tyres and his team provided an overview of the 30 year old singapore based company and their plans 

of expansion in India with their key differentiators. 

Catering to the rising importance and need for safety in CVs, Mr Abhay Damle, Director, Central Institute 

of Road Transport (CIRT), Pune shared a possible solution through the application of event data recorders 

in Commercial Vehicles through which the people sitting in the vehicle and pedestrians alike getting real 

time information on what is happening to the vehicle and if something is going wrong. Explaining that an 

event data recorder in a CV, akin to the black box in an aircraft, records and transmits information in real 

time about the vehicle even to the detail of over-speeding, Mr Damle insisted that a policy and a 

framework should be made mandatory in CVs that would be especially relevant post the events of 

harassment occurred in the Indian capital in the December of 2012. With more than 1.38 L people losing 

their lives in reported road accidents in 2012 with >70% of accidents attributed to driver's fault and more 
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than 50% due to unlawful speeds, a need for such a device is logical, he substantiated. Abhay concluded 

with a hope that more lives could be saved through making vehicles intelligent and that the device should 

be made easy to fit into the vehicle. 

With India being an automotive hub and providing a promise of growth, Ms. Ujjwala Karle, DGM, 

Automotive Electronics Department, Automotive Research Association India (ARAI) reasoned that it 

would only mean higher levels of pollution and suffocation leaving us with the only choice to control the 

emissions with cities like Delhi & Bangalore already piloting such vehicles. Speaking specifically about xEV, 

which is the vehicle intended for road use, powered exclusively by an electric motor or a combination of 

Motor & an internal combustion engine, she outlined about the technological developments and support 

from government in order to make this a reality. Ujjwala plotted the growth at the global level and mapped 

it to how Indian Government’s has extended support through its regulations and the National Electric 

Mobility Mission Plan (NEMMP) 2020 that seeks to encourage manufacturing reliable, affordable & 

efficient xEV resulting in total xEV sales of 6-7 million units. She signed off saying that xEV is the future of 

mobility and innovation forms the core in how rapidly the solution can be viable. 

Mr Kushal Banerjee, Head Retail HPCL, Pune spoke about the Petroleum Sector for the changing needs of 

the CV Industry especially in the current scenario where the Government is facing the challenge of 

containing inflation while pushing for growth. Mr Banerjee shared that while 38% of the demand for 

lubricants in India of the total 2 Mn kl comes from the commercial automotive vehicles, government 

regulations on energy efficiency, OEM’s growth plans, environmentally relevant lubricants through evolving 

specifications drive the engine oil market. He compared the traditional fuel tests and various specifications 

by various agencies and explained the various automotive oils HPCL offers along with its benefits before 

signing off with offering to assist OEMs in their tests and experiments. 

Recalling Ruben Rausing, founder of Tetra Pak that “A packaging solution should save more than it costs” 

Mr Peter Bjelovuk, Vice President Business Unit Vehicle, NEFAB provided the value proposition by NEFAB 

in packaging solutions to the Vehicle segment. Sharing that NEFAB strives to reduce the total cost and 

environmental impact through their packaging solutions, Mr Bjelovuk shared the “Total Cost” approach & 

the multi-material engineering approach adopted by NEFAB towards reducing the overall cost reduction. 

By adopting an effective packaging design, optimizing on modes of transport, efficient distribution and 

product protection, he outlined the areas where costs could be optimized.  

Comparing the road accidents in the global and the Indian context, Mr. Balraj Bahnot, Lead Technical 

Adviser, Rosemarta Technologies Ltd – an information & communication technology company, reinforced 

that the loss of life is the biggest loss due to an accident where in India, about 80% is attributed to the fault 

of the driver. Mr Bahnot shared data based speed facts like speeds of over 5 – 10 kmph more than the 

prescribed speed limit in urban areas doubles the risk of a casualty crash and established that speed is one 

of the prime causes for an accident before sharing a possible solution through the product offerings from 

Rosemarta Technologies. With benefits like increasing safety and reduction in severity of crash, the 

indigenously designed speed limitation device would be a first step towards reducing the accidents, he 

advised. This coupled with a vehicle tracking system would complete the solution as there is no substitute 

for real time tracking of a vehicle’s speed that would not only minimize the severity of accidents, but, can 

prevent accidents completely, he conjectured 
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What is the influence of politics and policies on 

the industry? Mr Amba Preetham Parigi, advisor 

to the NEA, India gave an understanding of the 

impact of politics & policies to the CV Industry. 

While the Indian growth story has never been so 

over the past 10 years and relevant policies that 

have been framed like the National 

Manufacturing Policy, Mr Parigi touched upon the 

ground realities on how corruption and a lack of 

leadership is posing a threat to the growth story. 

Sharing the political landscape, Preetham 

projected the likely actions in the first 100 days 

post forming the government in cases of either a stable government or a hung parliament. The key 

difference being a long term view in the former and a short term views in the latter. Highlighting the lack of 

differences between party manifestos as both key parties seek to offer the same outcomes (100 new cities 

or 100 new urban clusters), Mr Parigi explained that the actions towards growth remains the same, 

whichever party forms the government viz., developing industrial corridors or investments in 

infrastructures. He recalled that the success of building the Yamuna Expressway and other stories 

reinforces the faith despite the gloomy expectations from the government and regulators and with key 

policies like GST, Land acquisition & Rehab bill are bound to help the industry bounce back. He urged the 

industry to cheer up and advised the global OEMs to plan for their respective India story in Decades and 

not years. 

 

How to deal with technological & operational challenges in the OEMs? Mr Nandkumar Khandare, CEO, 

Nissan – Ashok Leyland Technologies Ltd., addressed this in his brief presentation. In a world that is more 

globalized and urbanized, specific needs like need for quick launches in diverse markets, incorporate the 

best in the world, fatigue free driving, etc., emerge, Mr Khandare noted. He articulated the technology and 

operational challenges and provided solutions that could help overcome the challenges. While the 

technology challenges included improving efficiency requires downsizing the internal combustion engine 

and managing of costs, light-weighting would be required to build greener vehicles, the operational 

challenges included having a mission zero defect production with no room for making errors and a pressing 

need for compressing the development cycle. He urged the OEMs to look at best practices, incorporating 

modular designs, manage complexity through a robust portfolio management while ensuring data integrity 

across the product life cycle. 

Exploring the opportunity of using alternative materials Dr PKC Bose, MD & CEO, Saertex shared his views 

on the application of advanced composites for CV coaches and why the future would lie here. He made a 

case for advanced composites which are light in weight, superior in strength and can withstand greater 

fatigue. With Finite Element Analysis results proving ruggedness of the composites, he urged the OEMs to 

look for alternate materials for the CV coaches. Dr Bose reminded the audience that technology disruption 

takes time but is absolutely critical to India's future public transportation needs. 

How to rationalize product costs? Can the challenge of cost be converted into a sustainable advantage? Mr 

Nirmalya Banerjee, Business Head, BMGI seemed to answer this question through his presentation as he 

drew the attention to the contradiction between the sales & profitability. The missing link, Mr Banerjee 
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revealed would be to look at the cost structure and carrying out a value analysis aligned with the product 

function based on costs and the voice of the customer. He shared a new model for cost as the difference 

between the price and profit margin as against the traditional cost plus model. Starting with a tear down 

analysis of the design by benchmarking by function alone and subsequently analysing the value of the 

function w.r.t the cost of the function, the opportunities for cost reduction can be zeroed in, he illustrated. 

With a case study and utilizing tools like Bio mimicry, TRIZ, Mr Banerjee showed that not only is it possible 

but also the potential for CVs in India is high. 

What are the implications of stamping on light 

weight vehicle body constructions? Mr Dileep 

Naik, Head – Auto Projects & Production 

Engineering, Tata Motors resolved this technical 

challenge through his presentation. He 

demonstrated that the material cost has not 

changed much from 2007 to 2014 but the 

composition has significantly changed leading to 

cost pressures with changes in material mix. While 

the body weight poses a challenge of fuel 

economy, emission norms and an increase in 

vehicle cost, he shared possible ways in which the body weight can be reduced that included use of high 

strength steels and reduction in number of parts amongst others. Given the fact that formability and 

strength are inversely proportional, Mr Naik rounded up the challenges this may pose in the primary 

process of stamping from the perspectives of the process, design and also the tool manufacturing before 

suggesting that use of advanced simulation software, use of high strength steel in cold forming, advanced 

die steel material would indeed make light weighting possible. 

How can process transformations happen? Mr C P Kohli, Executive Director, Friends Auto India Ltd., 

demonstrated the answer to this question. Mr Kohli shared how deploying the best practices like lean and 

Kaizens with an eye on culture can result in transformational change. He shared his in depth understanding 

of implementing the change management process and drew examples from his experience of what works 

well and what doesn’t work. Mr Kohli shared Friends Auto’s ambitious plans that the team believes is 

possible after the transformational changes reinforced their confidence.  

Is Business Excellence limited to the organization alone? Mr Pradip Parode, Global Quality Head, John 

Deere Asia Region showed how John Deere has managed to take business excellence to cover the entire 

ecosystem of John Deere. With Business Excellence providing a CAGR of >20%, Mr Parode outlined the 

structure of business excellence and the elements of John Deere’s Business Excellence blocks that included 

Innovation. He explained how BMGI’s SCORE™ methodology of problem solving has helped John Deere 

achieve its organizational objectives year on year. With so many projects being deployed parallel, 

knowledge management would be inevitable and with it was the rewards & recognition that played a key 

role in making six sigma a way of life in John Deere, he reminisced. Pradip shared the next mark for a 

successful business excellence would be to integrate the same into goal setting workshops, integrate key 

suppliers and channel partners into the program before taking the route of Design for Six Sigma for the 

design team. 
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Spreading wings into the ecosystem for CV Industry, Mr Ganesh Tandon, Head – Spare parts & outbound 

logistics, Piaggio Vehicles (Vespa) India showed how to leverage aftermarket business and the 

opportunities it provides. Providing a perspective of the Industry, Mr Tandon pointed that an emerging 

area of focus, one that was previously ignored, for fuelling a turnaround as the after-sales service 

challenging the traditional thinking that spare parts are necessary service that an OEM has to provide to 

keep its customers satisfied. He shared that an average automotive company generates 10% of its 

revenues from spare parts sales and more than 40% of its profits from it. The aftermarkets’ potential for 

business becomes high because of the ever increasing installed base and getting customers locked in 

explained Ganesh. A successful aftermarket strategy would include providing a durable, low cost spares will 

reduce risk of customers switching to competitor’s products & a front end that gathers market intelligence 

that makes faster adaption, he asserted through a case study and a 12 step process that results in creating 

value for customers and shareholders alike. 

What is the likelihood of transporting finished vehicles through rail? Mr Ashish Bhatt from APL Logistics 

VASCOR Automotive Pvt Ltd says it is high. In a brief presentation Mr Bhatt shared the services of APL 

Logistics, which is a part of the NOL group, a global supply chain company as ‘door to door solution for 

finished vehicles and management of vehicle distribution centres. Given that negligible CVs moves by rail, 

Ashish hoped that the steps taken by the railways in making this as an alternative source of transport is 

likely to make transportation cheaper with two licensees – Maruti & APL Logistics. He listed clear 

advantages that included consistency and cheaper logistics before inviting OEMs to share the dimensions 

and collaborate for making rail transportation a reality in India. 

Key Take-Aways: 

 Industry experts advise OEMs to work on enhancing the top-line and take an active role by 
designing the product to the varied customer needs yet being sensitive to price; leverage the 
opportunity of bringing the best of technology in the world to the widest market that India has 
access to and focus on designing plants for lean; to look at cost cutting through function based 
value engineering, use of composite material or light-weighting 

 
 The tier 1 & 2 suppliers continue to look at cost cutting albeit through a cost tree drill down; 

optimizing man-power, reducing material costs through value engineering & de-bottlenecking the 
Capex 

 
 A visible shift in focus by the OEMs exploring newer business models through offering fully built 

solutions keeping the megatrends in mind and designing for the specific markets and opportunities 
the aftermarket business provides.  
 

 Similar moves by Tier 1 & 2 suppliers where the solutions are designed keeping OEM's profitability 
& reducing total cost in focus 

 
 Safety is getting upgraded through event data recorders, speed limitation devices and vehicle 

tracking systems both through research institutes and policies 
 

 An effort towards greener environment through xEV / EV / HV from the industry, government and 
also oil manufacturers alike 
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About Lnoppen (Noppen) 
 
With offices in China, India, Philippines and Belgium, Lnoppen offers reputable, reliable services and a large 
range of deliverables to help your company successfully meet its goals.  
 
Continuous innovation and rapid expansion have been the themes throughout Noppen’s history. Since 
arriving in China in 1998 as a European professional event organizer, Noppen soon established its extensive 
cooperation with the Chinese provincial governments, offering its unique event organizing services. 
Through years of successful experiences with local partners, Noppen consistently delivers exceptional 
events and assists in new market entries that provided the Chinese government and foreign investors an 
effective platform for creating and fostering cooperation with each other. 
 
Today, Noppen delivers more than 50 international events each year and has provided services to more 
than 3,000 key delegates. 
 
About BMGI 
 
Breakthrough Management Group International (BMGI), a global consulting firm, partners organizations 
transform their business performance with a strong focus on delivering results. BMGI enables businesses 
solve strategic, organizational and process problems. Headquartered in the US, BMGI has developed a loyal 
clientele that today exceeds 200 active clients comprising more than 400 engagements delivered 
by about 200 full-time consultants spread across offices across the globe. BMGI has partnered with 
organizations in various stages of their business life cycles and has delivered cumulative benefits to its 
clients worth several billion dollars with an ROI of 5:1 to 20:1. 

In India, BMGI is located in Mumbai. Our clients include leading Fortune 1000 Global companies and other 
Indian  companies from diverse industries such as financial services, IT/ITES, airlines, chemicals, FMCG, 
discrete manufacturing, telecommunications, petrochemical, textiles, healthcare & energy. Some of our 
global clients include Hitachi, Siemens, Philips, Unilever, DeBeers, Avis Budget Group, TNT Express, General 
Dynamics to name a few. Our Indian clients include amongst others Asian Paints, Glaxo, Apollo Tyres, ITC, 
Kingfisher, Yes Bank and Sudarshan Chemicals. 
 
For More Information, Contact: 
 
Vishnupriya Sharma 
Phone : +91 22 4002 0045 
Email : press@bmgindia.com  
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